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COMMUNITY PROTECTION (OFFENDER REPORTING) AMENDMENT BILL 2011 
Committee 

Resumed from 17 October. The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Jon Ford) in the chair; Hon Michael Mischin 
(Attorney General) in charge of the bill. 
Clause 16: Section 38 amended — 
Progress was reported on the following amendment moved by Hon Giz Watson — 

Page 12, lines 27 and 28 — To delete “form of identification or other document,” and insert — 
identification documents, 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: I was in the process of saying that the committee highlighted an issue that the 
chamber might well consider about whether the documentation currently specified in regulations ought to be 
included in the legislation. There is no right view or it is really a matter of preference as to whether that be done. 
Ordinarily, unless some particular advantage would be obtained by doing so either to be consistent with principle 
or by way of practical consequence, I would be inclined to support Hon Giz Watson’s amendment. In this case I 
do not see a particular advantage. I do not see a particular disadvantage, except that if the amendment is made, 
the bill will have to return to the other place to be endorsed, and a delay would flow from that. Subject to that 
concern, I do not have a problem with the amendment. However, I am concerned that unless some definite 
advantage can be shown or an assurance is given that the bill will not be delayed or take any significant period of 
time to pass through the other place, I would be inclined not to support it. I understand, however, that there is no 
technical objection and no significant disadvantage in doing so. 
Hon KATE DOUST: I am interested to hear those words because they are slightly different from the 
conversation that the minister and I had away from the chamber during the break.  

Hon Michael Mischin: I am giving you the opportunity. 

Hon KATE DOUST: I thank the Attorney General. I thank Hon Giz Watson for moving the amendment 
standing in the committee’s name. The committee made some valid suggestions about how this matter could be 
managed. The discussion we had outside the chamber was about the pros and cons of whether to leave in 
regulations or put into the act the information detailed in the committee’s recommendations. Having spoken to 
our shadow minister responsible, who is quite keen for these words to be moved into the legislation, it appears 
that they will actually solidify the intent of the legislation. This issue comes back to an earlier discussion I had 
today. This bill was dealt with expeditiously in the Assembly, and certainly from the opposition’s view there is 
no intention to slow down this bill if it were to return to the Assembly. Having had that discussion with the 
shadow minister responsible in the other place, I know that she would be very happy for the bill to be amended 
in this place and for it to return to the Assembly; and I understand the bill would be dealt with and resolved prior 
to business being finalised in that house. I do not know how much more clarity I can provide on that. That was 
the discussion I had with that individual in the Attorney General’s presence, and I left that meeting thinking that 
the Attorney General was inclined to support the recommendations listed on the supplementary notice paper. 

It is probably more appropriate to have these words set out in the bill. I understand the issue about the potential 
in the future to add other types of documents, but I am sure that can be dealt with. The list of examples in the 
bulk of the amendments is quite detailed and broad, and provides a diverse array of options for people to provide 
identification information. I am not too sure which other types of identification are foreseen could be added in 
future that could not be dealt with via legislative change at a later stage. We are therefore keen to support the 
committee’s recommendations as set out on the supplementary notice paper, and certainly to have this bill go 
back to the other place fairly quickly. 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: Perhaps I was being a little more coy than I should have been. I was simply trying 
to preserve the confidentiality of discussions that were had behind the Chair and trying to give Hon Kate Doust 
the opportunity to put the opposition’s position on this amendment. With that reassurance that the bill will be 
dealt with expeditiously should it return to the other place, I am content to support not only the amendment that 
was moved, but also the other ones that are consequential upon it. 
Hon GIZ WATSON: I appreciate the contributions from both members on this amendment. For additional 
reassurance it is worth quoting from the committee’s report at paragraph 3.7, which states — 

As shown in Appendix 2, regulations 15(1), (3) and (4) of the Community Protection (Offender 
Reporting) Regulations 2004 prescribe other forms of identification and documents which may be 
presented for the purposes of current section 38(1)(a). Regulations 15(2), (3) and (4) prescribe the forms 
of identification and documents which may be presented for the purposes of section 38(1)(c). The forms 
of identification and documents — 
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This is the particular point I want to make — 

are described there in sufficient detail to be certain, yet the descriptions would appear general enough to 
survive any likely changes in terminology.  

I understand the police’s concern was kind of that classic “we cannot anticipate everything and something else 
might come up”. I am reassured by the committee’s findings on this, and I appreciate that the Attorney General 
has accommodated the amendment. 
Amendment put and passed. 
Leave granted for the following amendments to be considered together. 
Hon GIZ WATSON: I move — 

Page 12, lines 30 and 31 — To delete the lines and insert —  

required by subsection (2A); 

Page 13, after line 2 — To insert —  
(2) Delete section 38(1)(c) and insert: 

(c) if not the reportable offender — present for inspection —  
(i) any passport that the person holds; or 
(ii) if the person does not hold a passport — the identification 

documents, relating to the identity of the person making the report, 
required by subsection (2A). 

(3) After section 38(1) insert: 
(2A) For the purposes of subsection (1)(a)(ii) and (c)(ii), the identification 

documents required are —  

(a) any one of the following —  

(i) a current driver’s licence that displays a photograph or 
digital image of the licence holder; 

(ii) an Australian naturalisation or citizenship document;  

(iii) an original birth certificate or a certified copy, or certified 
extract, of a birth certificate; 

(iv) a form of identification or document prescribed for the 
purposes of this paragraph; 

and 

(b) any one of the following —  
(i) a current signed credit or debit card, a passbook or a 

statement of account issued by a bank, building society or 
credit union; 

(ii) a current Medicare card; 
(iii) a gas, water, electricity or telephone account issued within 

12 months before the report is made; 
(iv) a notice of rates from a local government (however 

described) or a notice of water service charges or land 
valuation; 

(v) a pensioner concession card, a Commonwealth seniors 
health card, an entitlement card issued under the Veterans’ 
Entitlements Act 1986 (Commonwealth) or another 
entitlement card issued by the Commonwealth government 
or a State or Territory government; 

(vi) a lease or rental agreement; 
(vii) a motor vehicle registration notice or certificate; 

(viii) a renewal notice for a home building or contents, or a 
motor vehicle, policy of insurance; 
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(ix) a student identity card or a certificate or statement of 
enrolment from an educational institution; 

(x) an electoral enrolment card or other evidence of electoral 
enrolment; 

(xi) a form of identification or document prescribed for the 
purposes of this paragraph. 

(2B) A form of identification or other document is not valid for the purposes of 
subsection (2A)(b)(iv) to (xi) unless it was issued or entered into, as the case 
requires, within 2 years before the report is made. 

(2C) Except as stated in subsection (2A)(a)(iii), a form of identification or other 
document is not valid for the purposes of subsection (2A) unless it is an 
original. 

Amendments put and passed. 
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Clauses 17 to 35 put and passed. 
Clause 36: Section 110A inserted — 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: I have just a brief query to the Attorney General. I remind members that in my second 
reading contribution I raised an issue about legal professional privilege in relation to this clause. I indicated that 
it might be helpful to specify that a public authority should seek advice from a senior lawyer and that that was 
consistent with the remarks of Hon Chris Steytler in his parliamentary inspector’s report in the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Corruption and Crime Commission’s twenty-first report. It is also consistent with the 
principles enunciated by His Honour Justice McKechnie in the 2005 case of the Department of Housing and 
Works v Bowden and with the principles enunciated by the High Court in the 1983 case of Baker v Campbell. I 
note that the Attorney General is representing the Minister for Police. Given that my contribution was made 
two days ago, has the Attorney General had an opportunity to take any instructions from the Minister for Police 
in relation to the proposal for an amendment to clause 36? 

Hon MICHAEL MISCHIN: No. As I understood it, the honourable member raised a matter regarding how 
public authorities would deal with questions of legal professional privilege. My answer to that was that it was a 
matter of process that was not particularly amenable to legislation and would be dealt with in the usual manner, 
and that any questions of privileged communications would be dealt with; for example, if they had been seized 
under warrant or some other process that enabled the authorities to take documentation. So, no, I had not 
explored that any further and there is no amendment on the supplementary notice paper to deal with that.  

Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 37 to 44 put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 

As to Report 
The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Jon Ford): Given the conversation about the willingness of the chamber to 
expedite this bill to the other place, I suggest an option is open to seek leave to adopt the report and then to 
suspend standing orders so that the third reading can proceed forthwith. That would allow the bill to be dealt 
with now and to go to that other place that we do not care much for! I leave that up to the will of the chamber. 

Report 
Bill reported, with amendments, and, by leave, the report adopted. 

Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 
On motion by Hon Michael Mischin (Attorney General), resolved with an absolute majority — 

That standing orders be suspended to proceed to the third reading of the bill forthwith. 

Third Reading 
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Michael Mischin (Attorney General), and returned to the Assembly 
with amendments.  
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